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Dear friends,  
 
we are appreciate your help!  
Ukrainian teachers, students feel your support.  
 
Thanks to your financial support, we were able to carry out two large projects which helped to 
support our students and teachers. 
 
The project "Music will save the world" is over in January. Below you can find more detailed 
information about this project. 
 
Spring Suzuki Workshop was held in Kyiv on 31.03-02.04.2023.  Detailed information about this 
event can be found in the news feed on the ESA website. 
 
We received after 19.12.2022 until 23.04.2023: 
 
- 4,345 EUR  From 1 TALENT EDUCATION SUZUKIIN ZIGELAACSTRAAT 80 3/BE/9140 STEENDORP for 
DONATION TO THE UKRAINE SUZUKI ASSOCIATION. MERRY CHRISTMAS AND LOTS OF HOPE FORT 
 
- 264 EUR (3 times 88 EUR) From 1/VIOLETA ANCIENE 2/L. KARSAVINO G.,3B 3/ 
LT/VILNIUS,10228,VILNIAUS M. SAV. for FOR SUZUKI TEACHERS 
 
- 1,955 EUR - Belgian teachers and students and their parents collected for Ukrainian teachers and 
students this money.  
 
Distribution of donations (19.12.22 - 23.04.23): 
 
Salary to teachers (including taxes) who worked in the project "Music will save the world": 
 
Iryna Drabyk - 8,490 UAH (total in December and January); 
Olha Bundziak - 8,490 UAH (total in December and January); 
Tetiana Karbovnichenko - 12,735 UAH; 
Sophiia Fedorovich - 2,830 UAH; 
Kateryna Shynkarenko - 8,490 UAH; 
Olha Skuridina - 14,150 UAH; 
Halyna Pshenytska - 5,660 UAH; 
Olha Bykanova - 14,150 UAH; 
Halyna Russova - 14,150 UAH; 
Liudmyla Basovska - 14,150 UAH; 
Zoriana Tymoshenko - 11,320 UAH (two payments in January). 
 
Services of a lawyer and an accountant - 7,000 UAH. 
 
Rent of premise for the project "Music will save the world" in Kyiv - 13,463 UAH. 
 
Inverter and accumulator for electricity during blackouts for Suzuki School (Kyiv) - 14,998 UAH. 
 
Humanitarian aid for Tatiana Karbovnichenko - 8,000 UAH (On January 2, a Russian drone exploded 
near her house in Kyiv, so all the windows needed to be repaired) 
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Humanitarian aid for Suzuki piano teachers taking exams in April and May: 
Olesia Pupina - 7,000 UAH; 
Olha Bykanova - 7,000 UAH; 
Halyna Russova - 7,000 UAH; 
Olha Shymova - 5,500 UAH; 
Oleksandra Pershyna - 5,500 UAH. 
 
to buying a violin for a girl in Ireland, Anita Kmet from Zaporizhzhia - 3,000 UAH. 
 
to buying a laptop for arranging lessons of art therapy in the studio "Music Academy" (Kiyv) - 15,555 
UAH. 
 
purchase of cello strings for a boy Oleksandr Sobolev from Severodonetsk, who is now in 
Khmelnytskyi - 3,900 UAH. 
 
Expenses for holding the Suzuki Spring Workshop. 86 Ukrainian teachers and children took part in 
this event: 
 
Train tickets for teachers - 10,394 UAH; 
food of the participants - 103,700 UAH; 
rental of conference rooms for lessons and rehearsals - 48,800 UAH; 
accommodation in the hotel of some participants - 26,930 UAH; 
concert hall rental - 4,440 UAH; 
purchase of materials for art workshops - 3,378 UAH; 
payment for master classes on weaving mandalas (with psychological therapy effects) - 9,450 UAH; 
conducting a dance master class - 10,000; 
purchase of a stand for a digital piano - 1,483; 
photo and video recording - 30,000 UAH; 
creating films about the event and the Suzuki method in Ukraine (these works will be published 
later) - 10,000 UAH; 
transfer of participants of the final concert to the concert hall (by bus) - 3,500 UAH; 
 
financial support (humanitarian help) for teachers who taught at the workshop - Olha Shymova (150 
EUR), Olha Taranenko (100 EUR), Larysa Serdiuk (150 EUR), Mariia Herasymenko-Holota (150 EUR), 
Nadiia Sukhar (80 EUR), Kateryna Shynkarenko (50 EUR), Olena Bardasevich (50 EUR), Olena 
Obydenkova (25 EUR), Nataliia Koptienkova (200 EUR). 
 
Now we have on our account of the Ukrainian Suzuki Association: 
86,032 UAH (Part of this money is the contributions of Ukrainian teachers); 
6,119 EUR; 
 
800 EUR (cash from Belgium colleagues).  
 
 
Detailed information about the project "Music will save the world". 
 
Thanks to donor's financial help, we were able to purchase 48 violins and 5 digital pianos for the 
amount of UAH 250,457 for the project. 
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13 teachers who participated in the project were paid UAH 272,000 under the CPC contract (civil law 
contract) within three months. Paid additional taxes - UAH 112,880. 
 
Services of a lawyer for drawing up contracts and transferring funds - UAH 15,000. 
 
84 students (DPs and displaced persons) from different parts of Ukraine were involved in the 
project.   
These were children who are now in Kyiv, Mukachevo, Chervonograd, Ivano-Frankivsk, Berezhany, 
and abroad - in Poland (Toruń, Szczecin, Katowice, Gdansk), in Germany (Hera) and in Britain 
(Bristol). 
We are sure that this project supported teachers and children. 
Thanks again to everyone who participated in this project! 
 
We sincerely thank all donors for such incredible support.   
You help us live, work, teach and learn in such extremely difficult conditions. 
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